
From: Federico Agosti
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: ‘PSRs GPA’ Project name and number: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 10:39:09 PM

From: 
Agosti Federico, friend of Hidden Valley Zen Center: 
2626 Sarver Lane, San Marcos, CA 92069. 
PO Box 1355, San Marcos 92069-1355. 
phone: 760-5919893.

Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats
 and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and
 again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing and what an asset to the community this place is. We strongly
 oppose the zoning upgrade from 1/10 to 1/2 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by Newland Sierra and
 others. Please do not destroy our valley and the Mirriam Mountains.
As an Architect who has worked in similar areas I am shocked that this could even be considered. In Germany
 something like this is simply NOT ALLOWED. We do not allow urban sprawl. Only farmers are allowed to built in rural
 areas like this. High density housing is positioned near existing high density development and public transportation.
 Traffic is reigned in by providing public transportation and NOT providing or limiting parking space.
........................................................................................................................................................................

Aesthetics : the natural beauty of the area will irreversibly be destroyed. Do we really want DS and North County to
 become as ugly as LA? If not we have to STOP proposals like that right now. We do NOT need more developments like
 San Elijo Hills, urban sprawl away from existing high density areas (more than 1/2acres) that cause more and more
 areas to be sealed with concrete and asphalt (buildings, road, parking...), and create unstoppable domino effects
 around the area. We need to stop this NOW right at the onset!  Instead we need high density affordable housing near
 public transportation in town.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources :This zoning upgrade will lead to loss of the more and more rarefied
 agricultural areas, which are essential to our landscape. It will also lead to loss of native oak forest and a habitat of
 arm thick Manzanitas. The Mirriam Mountain area is a very diverse area with pockets of very specific micro climates
 that allows for a unique mix of plants and animals.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions : I am particularly concerned about air quality and emissions.
 Practically speaking: If a neighbor right now fires up their wood stove, the smell settles in the valley and does not
 move till mid morning. In the afternoon/evening cool air drifts down from the north mountains and settles at the
 bottom of the valley. There is practically NO VENTILATION in the whole proposed upgrade area, particularly in the
 northern part. We are dealing with a deep U-shaped valley! If further up north development (e.g. like Newland Sierra)
 is allowed, the situation could easily get out of hand. Heating/cooling, wood burning and vehicle emissions will
 doubtlessly lead to very high levels of pollution in the Gist road, Sarver lane areas. 

Biological Resources: upgraded zoning invites a domino effect and the destruction of much more precious habitat
 then in the study area alone. We have seen net catchers in the valley near the propose Newland Sierra Development,
 not only in the north eastern section. Mirriam and adjunct mountains are wildlife corridors. There are many species
 requiring large open spaces. Bobcats, vultures, various rare owls and many others have been seen. It is important to
 keep this area as the last big open space in one piece and not start cutting into it from all sides.

Cultural and Paleonthological Resources : There are ancient Indian sites and less than 100a old graves in the
 area. Unfortuately during the last year or so, some Indian grinding holes/stones seem to have been illegally removed.
 Please contact the Larsen family about this. They know the area and have found this to be true.

Geology and Soils : The Mirriam Mountains are sold granit and decomposing granit. Any building activity will
 necessarily require blasting and grinding to a degree that will affect wildlife irreversibly. Do we expect e.g. the net
 catchers to stay here during years of blasting and grinding? 

Global Climate Change: inviting traffic away from existing development will increase air polution UNNESESSARILY. It
 is possible to provide MORE housing, causing LESS pollution by clustering affordable housing near existing high
 density development and infrastructure.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials : Extreme fire hazard with no exits in deep U-shaped valley surrounded by
 mountains. In my oppinion this is unmittigable, even if three so called fire exit roads and fire station were provided.
 The earea is extremely fire prone! Exit roads will be blocket in panic and excape over the mountains is not possible for
 many. Danger of land slides during and long AFTER blasting. Loosening of rocks, water entrance and eruption under
 frost etc.
Hydrology and Water Quality: Existing sensitive habitiats will be destroyed due to changes in water and ground water
 levels during and after construction. We are very concerned about the dry stream on our property and our many old
 native oaks.

Planning and Land Use : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place
 for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment.
 Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any
 further development will destroy this (as well as our "business"). From the planning perspective I find it extremely
 short sighted to begin to break up this last large untouched area between San Marcos and Bonsall. The resulting
 domino effect will be impossible to restrain. Do we want to look like LA? San Elijo Hills is another bad exaple of short
 sighted development, creating enormous traffic... Where I am from development in areas like this is simply not
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 allowed. Only farmers may get permits to upgrade their farm. The result is an un-fragmented landscape (e.g. in
 Bavaria near Munich and the Alps) which visiting Americans love (!)

Noise : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place for SILENT(!)
 retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again
 and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further
 development will destroy this (as well as our "business"). In addition it is unthinkable that the necessary blasting and
 grinding for new developments (e.g. Newland Sierra) will not by far exceed the allowances for noise for the years(!) of
 ground preparation and construction.

Population and Housing : SD County needs more affordable high density housing near existing or new public
 transportation and exiting high density areas. NOT more expensive homes far away from all resources.
Public Services : Any public services necessary for future development, like e.g. a school in the case of Newland Sierra,
 will increase traffic far beyond the development itself and is not sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding
 infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed.

Recreation : Please do not destroy one of the last resorts for recreation. Lets preserve this beautiful spot for future
 generations.

Transportation and Traffic : zoning upgrade is not sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure is
 not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed. We need less, not more traffic.

Best regards,

Federico Agosti



From: Ben Allanoff
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: PSRs GPA re: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area
Date: Wednesday, February 10, 2016 11:20:32 AM

Dear Mr. Eichar, 

Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a
 place for silent retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the
 rural, silent environment, mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and
 healing and what an asset to the community this place is. We strongly oppose the zoning
 upgrade from 1/10 to 1/2 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by Newland
 Sierra and others. Please do not destroy our valley and the Mirriam Mountains

Aesthetics : the natural beauty of the area will irreversibly be destroyed. Do we really want DS and North County to
 become as ugly as LA? If not we have to STOP proposals like that right now. We do NOT need more developments
 like San Elijo Hills, urban sprawl away from existing high density areas (more than 1/2acres) that cause more and
 more areas to be sealed with concrete and asphalt (buildings, road, parking...), and create unstoppable domino
 effects around the area. We need to stop this NOW right at the onset!  Instead we need high density affordable
 housing near public transportation in town.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources :This zoning upgrade will lead to loss of the more and more rarefied
 agricultural areas, which are essential to our landscape. It will also lead to loss of native oak forest and a habitat of
 arm thick Manzanitas. The Mirriam Mountain area is a very diverse area with pockets of very specific micro
 climates that allows for a unique mix of plants and animals.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions : I am particularly concerned about air quality and emissions.
 Practically speaking: If a neighbor right now fires up their wood stove, the smell settles in the valley and does not
 move till mid morning. In the afternoon/evening cool air drifts down from the north mountains and settles at the
 bottom of the valley. There is practically NO VENTILATION in the whole proposed upgrade area, particularly in
 the northern part. We are dealing with a deep U-shaped valley! If further up north development (e.g. like Newland
 Sierra) is allowed, the situation could easily get out of hand. Heating/cooling, wood burning and vehicle emissions
 will doubtlessly lead to very high levels of pollution in the Gist road, Sarver lane areas. 

Biological Resources: upgraded zoning invites a domino effect and the destruction of much more precious habitat
 then in the study area alone. We have seen net catchers in the valley near the propose Newland Sierra Development,
 not only in the north eastern section. Mirriam and adjunct mountains are wildlife corridors. There are many species
 requiring large open spaces. Bobcats, vultures, various rare owls and many others have been seen. It is important to
 keep this area as the last big open space in one piece and not start cutting into it from all sides.

Cultural and Paleonthological Resources : There are ancient Indian sites and less than 100a old graves in the area.
 Unfortunately during the last year or so, some Indian grinding holes/stones seem to have been illegally removed.
 Please contact the Larsen family about this. They know the area and have found this to be true.

Geology and Soils : The Mirriam Mountains are sold granite and decomposing granite. Any building activity will
 necessarily require blasting and grinding to a degree that will affect wildlife irreversibly. Do we expect e.g. the net
 catchers to stay here during years of blasting and grinding? 

Global Climate Change: inviting traffic away from existing development will increase air polution
 UNNECESSARILY. It is possible to provide MORE housing, causing LESS pollution by clustering affordable
 housing near existing high density development and infrastructure.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials : Extreme fire hazard with no exits in deep U-shaped valley surrounded by
 mountains. In my opinion this cannot be mitigated, even if three so called fire exit roads and fire station were
 provided. The area is extremely fire prone! Exit roads will be blocked in panic and escape over the mountains is not
 possible for many. Danger of land slides during and long AFTER blasting. Loosening of rocks, water entrance and
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 eruption under frost etc.
Hydrology and Water Quality: Existing sensitive habitats will be destroyed due to changes in water and ground
 water levels during and after construction. We are very concerned about the intermittent stream on our property and
 our many old native oaks.

Planning and Land Use : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a
 place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent
 environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the
 community. Any further development will destroy this (as well as our "business"). 

Noise :  It is unthinkable that the necessary blasting and grinding for new developments (e.g. Newland Sierra) will
 not by far exceed the allowances for noise for the years(!) of ground preparation and construction.

Population and Housing : SD County needs more affordable high density housing near existing or new public
 transportation and exiting high density areas. NOT more expensive homes far away from all resources.
Public Services : Any public services necessary for future development, like e.g. a school in the case of Newland
 Sierra, will increase traffic far beyond the development itself and is not sustainable via existing infrastructure.
 Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed.

Recreation : Please do not destroy one of the last resorts for recreation. Lets preserve this beautiful spot for future
 generations.

Transportation and Traffic : zoning upgrade is not sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure
 is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed. We need less, not more traffic.

Ben Allanoff
member of Hidden Valley Zen Center: 
2626 Sarver Lane, San Marcos, CA 92069. 
PO Box 1355, San Marcos 92069-1355. 
phone: 760-5919893.

tel:760-5919893


From: Johnston, Kevin
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: FW: NOP on PSR/ GPA comments
Date: Monday, February 29, 2016 8:21:02 AM

Forwarding this because I didn’t see you on her email list
 

Kevin Johnston

Land Use/Environmental Planner

County of San Diego - Planning and Development Services

5510 Overland Avenue, Suite 310, San Diego, CA 92123

(858) 694-3084   kevin.johnston@sdcounty.ca.gov

 

County of San Diego General Plan documents, maps, and community plans

http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/sdc/pds/generalplan.html

 

County of San Diego Zoning Ordinance

http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/sdc/pds/zoning.html

 
 

From: Royalviewranch@aol.com [mailto:Royalviewranch@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 29, 2016 8:17 AM
To: jason.farran@sdcounty.ca.gov; gabriel.gutierrez@sdcounty.ca.gov; daniel.howard@sdcounty.ca.gov;
 Johnston, Kevin; Livoni, Christopher; Wilson, Adam; Slovick, Mark; Smith, Ashley
Cc: Cox, Greg; Ron-Roberts; Jacob, Dianne; Roberts, Dave
Subject: NOP on PSR/ GPA comments
 
February 22, 2016
 
Allen F. and Karen Binns
2637 Deer Springs Place
San Marcos, CA 92069-9761
 
Project Name: Property Specific Requests General Plan Amendment and Rezone
Project Number: PDS2012-3800-12-005,PDS2014-REZ-006
Env. Review Number: PDS2012-ER-12-00-003
 
Dear Peter:
 
I am writing regarding the NOP for the PSR. I will more specifically hone my concerns with
 Property Specific Request NC 42, Newland Sierra.
 
I really disagree with this entire concept. The General Plan was approved in August 2011.
 Immediately after the vote it was requested that several hundred properties be re-examined
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 for an up zone. That is a problem as it took 12 years and over 18 million dollars to complete
 the General Plan with hundreds of people involved as well as hundreds of meetings.
 
Why pass a General Plan that is already flawed going out of the gate in the Board of
 Supervisors opinion?
 
Also, why do the taxpayers have to again pay for this? These are individual requests by
 property owners. They should be the ones to pay.
 
My real problem is with NC 42, Newland Sierra. Why on earth are we paying for them? Also,
 we are paying for their request while they went off and filed a request on their own!
 
What is with the “Study Areas”? I abut Newland Sierra. I am in the “Study Area”. Why should
 my property have to be again rezoned to make Newland Sierra a bit more compatible to the
 surrounding area and to make it appear as if Newland Sierra is not “spot zoning”? The
 surrounding area cannot make Newland Sierra compatible as Newland is requesting a zoning
 change that is hundreds of times over what is allowed.
 
Can we in the “Study Area” opt out?  Unless you have over 10 acres you cannot even
 subdivide so this “Study Area” request is a bit disingenuous and will only lead to a lot of
 confusion to those in the “Study Area”.
 
Will the County be taking into consideration the ramifications of those who are eligible in the
 “Study Area” and that wish to subdivide their property? This will lead to more traffic gridlock,
 noise, air quality, threats to the environment, as well as Green House Gas Emissions.
 
It is bad enough that the County is even considering these Property Specific Requests, but to
 now include the “Study Areas” just so as not to create ”spot zoning” is an even greater threat
 to the General Plan just adopted in August 2011.
 
These “Study Areas” are “growth inducing” and they are a recipe for disaster to the General
 Plan. “Study Areas” need to be eliminated entirely from consideration.
 
What on earth is the County doing, and why?
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of these matters.
 
Sincerely,
 
Allen F. Binns
 
Karen Binns
 



Allen F. Binns
Karen Binns
 
 
 



From: doshin@cox.net
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: ‘PSRs GPA’ * Project name and number: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.*
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 4:38:23 PM

to:
>
> *<Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov <Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov>>
subject:‘PSRs GPA’ *
Project name and number: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.*
>
> From:
David Brazier, treasurer and member of *Hidden Valley Zen Center:
> 2626 Sarver Lane, San Marcos, CA 92069.
> PO Box 1355, San Marcos 92069-1355.
> phone: 760-5919893.

As a long term member of the Center and an advocate for the preservation of the rural atmosphere of the Twin Oaks
 Valley I would strongly urge the Commission to vote against increasing the zoning density of the Merriam
 Mountain area and the properties that abutt  Sarver Lane. The ability of the Zen Center to provide a retreat type
 atmosphere is critical to our ongoing sustainability. Increased traffic noise and air pollution would be counter to our
 efforts and diminished agricultural lands would forever alter the rural atmosphere that we cherish.
>
> *Hidden Valley Zen Center *has a history of over 50 years, serving the
> community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People
> come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning
> again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing and what an asset
> to the community this place is. We strongly oppose the zoning upgrade from
> 1/10 to 1/2 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by Newland
> Sierra and others. Please do not destroy our valley and the Mirriam
> Mountains.

> ........................................................................................................................................................................
> *Aesthetics *: the natural beauty of the area will irreversibly be
> destroyed. Do we really want DS and North County to become as ugly as LA?
> If not we have to STOP proposals like that right now. We do NOT need more
> developments like San Elijo Hills, urban sprawl away from existing high
> density areas (more than 1/2acres) that cause more and more areas to be
> sealed with concrete and asphalt (buildings, road, parking...), and create
> unstoppable domino effects around the area. We need to stop this NOW right
> at the onset!  Instead we need high density affordable housing near public
> transportation in town.
>
> *Agriculture and Forestry Resources *:This zoning upgrade will lead to loss
> of the more and more rarefied agricultural areas, which are essential to
> our landscape. It will also lead to loss of native oak forest and a habitat
> of arm thick Manzanitas. The Mirriam Mountain area is a very diverse area
> with pockets of very specific micro climates that allows for a unique mix
> of plants and animals.
>
> *Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions *: I am particularly concerned
> about air quality and emissions. Practically speaking: If a neighbor right
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> now fires up their wood stove, the smell settles in the valley and does not
> move till mid morning. In the afternoon/evening cool air drifts down from
> the north mountains and settles at the bottom of the valley. There is
> practically NO VENTILATION in the whole proposed upgrade area, particularly
> in the northern part. We are dealing with a deep U-shaped valley! If
> further up north development (e.g. like Newland Sierra) is allowed, the
> situation could easily get out of hand. Heating/cooling, wood burning and
> vehicle emissions will doubtlessly lead to very high levels of pollution in
> the Gist road, Sarver lane areas.
>
> *Biological Resources:* upgraded zoning invites a domino effect and the
> destruction of much more precious habitat then in the study area alone. We
> have seen net catchers in the valley near the propose Newland Sierra
> Development, not only in the north eastern section. Mirriam and adjunct
> mountains are wildlife corridors. There are many species requiring large
> open spaces. Bobcats, vultures, various rare owls and many others have been
> seen. It is important to keep this area as the last big open space in one
> piece and not start cutting into it from all sides.
>
> *Cultural and Paleonthological Resources *: There are ancient Indian sites
> and less than 100a old graves in the area. Unfortuately during the last
> year or so, some Indian grinding holes/stones seem to have been illegally
> removed. Please contact the Larsen family about this. They know the area
> and have found this to be true.
>
> *Geology and Soils *: The Mirriam Mountains are sold granit and decomposing
> granit. Any building activity will necessarily require blasting and
> grinding to a degree that will affect wildlife irreversibly. Do we expect
> e.g. the net catchers to stay here during years of blasting and grinding?
>
> *Global Climate Change:* inviting traffic away from existing development
> will increase air polution UNNESESSARILY. It is possible to provide MORE
> housing, causing LESS pollution by clustering affordable housing near
> existing high density development and infrastructure.
>
> *Hazards and Hazardous Materials *: Extreme fire hazard with no exits in
> deep U-shaped valley surrounded by mountains. In my oppinion this is
> unmittigable, even if three so called fire exit roads and fire station were
> provided. The earea is extremely fire prone! Exit roads will be blocket in
> panic and excape over the mountains is not possible for many. Danger of
> land slides during and long AFTER blasting. Loosening of rocks, water
> entrance and eruption under frost etc.
> Hydrology and Water Quality: Existing sensitive habitiats will be destroyed
> due to changes in water and ground water levels during and after
> construction. We are very concerned about the dry stream on our property
> and our many old native oaks.
>
> *Planning and Land Use* : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50
> years, serving the community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily
> meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent
> environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and
> healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further development
> will destroy this (as well as our "business"). From the planning
> perspective I find it extremely short sighted to begin to break up this
> last large untouched area between San Marcos and Bonsall. The resulting
> domino effect will be impossible to restrain. Do we want to look like LA?
> San Elijo Hills is another bad exaple of short sighted development,



> creating enormous traffic... Where I am from development in areas like this
> is simply not allowed. Only farmers may get permits to upgrade their farm.
> The result is an un-fragmented landscape (e.g. in Bavaria near Munich and
> the Alps) which visiting Americans love (!)
>
> *Noise :* Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving
> the community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation.
> People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment.
> Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is
> and what an asset to the community. Any further development will destroy
> this (as well as our "business"). In addition it is unthinkable that the
> necessary blasting and grinding for new developments (e.g. Newland Sierra)
> will not by far exceed the allowances for noise for the years(!) of ground
> preparation and construction.
>
> *Population and Housing :* SD County needs more affordable high density
> housing near existing or new public transportation and exiting high density
> areas. NOT more expensive homes far away from all resources.
> Public Services : Any public services necessary for future development,
> like e.g. a school in the case of Newland Sierra, will increase traffic far
> beyond the development itself and is not sustainable via existing
> infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15
> is already jammed.
>
> *Recreation *: Please do not destroy one of the last resorts for
> recreation. Lets preserve this beautiful spot for future generations.
>
> *Transportation and Traffic *: zoning upgrade is not sustainable via
> existing infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even
> the I-15 is already jammed. We need less, not more traffic.
>
>
> Thank you!
> Best!
> Stefanie Schubert, HVZC



From: Marc Capitano
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: "PSRs GPA"
Date: Friday, February 05, 2016 8:24:20 PM

PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.

From: Member of Hidden Valley Zen Center

I am writing to voice my strong opposition to any zoning change which would allow higher
  density.
Hidden Valley & Mirriam Mountain area is a natural & environmental treasure.

Please preserve it for our posterity.

Thank you,

C.Marc.Capitano@Gmail.com
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Johnston, Kevin

From: fteason@gmail.com on behalf of Tony Eason <teason@cox.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2016 6:20 PM
To: AdvancePlanning, PDS
Subject: Re: Property Specific Requests General Plan Amendment {GPA 12-005} - NOP 

Comment

Assessor Parcel Number: 1875405228 
PSR ID NC42 
 
Sirs: 
 
I wish to strongly submit my disapproval of the proposed rezoning requests of the Newland Sierra development 
identified above. The enormous changes to the General Plan that took 20 years and millions of tax payers 
dollars and hundreds of community planner hours to generate are irresponsible and threatening to the 
environment and the community. Over 2100 new homes, blasting and earth moving (10,000 acres) over 10 
years, 27,700 more cars on already failing roads completely reverses the rural communities to ugly suburban 
sprawl. Recent California  Supreme Court rulings require developers to prove that their huge projects will not 
increase green house gas emissions even if they conform to current guidelines. There is no way that many 
homes, cars and construction will come close to conforming.  
Many other problems that caused the same project (Mirriam Mountains) to be rejected by the County Board of 
Supervisors 5 years ago. These include but are not limited to: thousands of more car trips per day on failing 
Deer Springs Road, Twin Oaks Valley Road and I-15; lack of a viable fire evacuation plan; lack of public 
services, and no  commercial or professional business  for employment... thus creating a bed room community 
that commutes daily to other cities.  It fits the designation of a "leapfrog" project jammed into a 
rural/agricultural area where there is no existing infrastructure to support it... merely to line the pockets of 
greedy developers. This project would destroy existing home owners property values, the wild life, plant and 
agricultural resources and create an unsafe, unhealthy environment. 
 
 
Thanks for your consideration of these issues.  
 
Francis (Tony) Eason 
 
San Marcos 



From: Richard Fay
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: PSRs GPA: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 2:17:30 PM

Richard Fay, Member and Supporter of Hidden Valley Zen Center: 
2626 Sarver Lane, San Marcos, CA 92069. 
PO Box 1355, San Marcos 92069-1355. 

I'm including the text from an email sent to you by Stefanie Schubert, resident teacher at
 the Hidden Valley Zen Center (with some spelling corrections), to show my support for
 the non-defilement of the area overlooking the Zen Center. Please see my question at
 the bottom of this email.

Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place for
 SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent
 environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing and what an
 asset to the community this place is. We strongly oppose the zoning upgrade from 1/10 to 1/2
 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by Newland Sierra and others. Please do not
 destroy our valley and the Mirriam Mountains.
As an Architect who has worked in similar areas I am shocked that this could even be considered.
 In Germany something like this is simply NOT ALLOWED. We do not allow urban sprawl. Only
 farmers are allowed to built in rural areas like this. High density housing is positioned near existing
 high density development and public transportation. Traffic is reigned in by providing public
 transportation and NOT providing or limiting parking space.

Aesthetics : the natural beauty of the area will irreversibly be destroyed. Do we really want SD
 and North County to become as ugly as LA? If not we have to STOP proposals like that right now.
 We do NOT need more developments like San Elijo Hills, urban sprawl away from existing high
 density areas (more than 1/2acres) that cause more and more areas to be sealed with concrete
 and asphalt (buildings, road, parking...), and create unstoppable domino effects around the area.
 We need to stop this NOW right at the onset!  Instead we need high density affordable housing
 near public transportation in town.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources :This zoning upgrade will lead to loss of the more and more
 rarefied agricultural areas, which are essential to our landscape. It will also lead to loss of native
 oak forest and a habitat of arm thick Manzanitas. The Mirriam Mountain area is a very diverse area
 with pockets of very specific micro climates that allows for a unique mix of plants and animals.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions : I am particularly concerned about air quality and
 emissions. Practically speaking: If a neighbor right now fires up their wood stove, the smell settles
 in the valley and does not move till mid morning. In the afternoon/evening cool air drifts down
 from the north mountains and settles at the bottom of the valley. There is practically NO
 VENTILATION in the whole proposed upgrade area, particularly in the northern part. We are
 dealing with a deep U-shaped valley! If further up north development (e.g. like Newland Sierra) is
 allowed, the situation could easily get out of hand. Heating/cooling, wood burning and vehicle
 emissions will doubtlessly lead to very high levels of pollution in the Gist road, Sarver lane areas. 

Biological Resources: upgraded zoning invites a domino effect and the destruction of much more
 precious habitat then in the study area alone. We have seen net catchers in the valley near the
 propose Newland Sierra Development, not only in the north eastern section. Mirriam and adjunct
 mountains are wildlife corridors. There are many species requiring large open spaces. Bobcats,
 vultures, various rare owls and many others have been seen. It is important to keep this area as
 the last big open space in one piece and not start cutting into it from all sides.

Cultural and Paleonthological Resources : There are ancient Indian sites and less than 100a old
 graves in the area. Unfortunately during the last year or so, some Indian grinding holes/stones
 seem to have been illegally removed. Please contact the Larsen family about this. They know the
 area and have found this to be true.

Geology and Soils : The Mirriam Mountains are sold granite and decomposing granite. Any
 building activity will necessarily require blasting and grinding to a degree that will affect wildlife
 irreversibly. Do we expect e.g. the net catchers to stay here during years of blasting and grinding? 

mailto:richard.stevenson.fay@gmail.com
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Global Climate Change: inviting traffic away from existing development will increase air pollution
 UNNECESSARILY. It is possible to provide MORE housing, causing LESS pollution by clustering
 affordable housing near existing high density development and infrastructure.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials : Extreme fire hazard with no exits in a deep U-shaped valley
 surrounded by mountains. In my opinion this is unmitigable, even if three so called fire exit roads
 and fire station were provided. The area is extremely fire prone! Exit roads will be blocked in panic
 and escape over the mountains is not possible for many. Danger of land slides during and long
 AFTER blasting. Loosening of rocks, water entrance and eruption under frost etc.
Hydrology and Water Quality: Existing sensitive habitats will be destroyed due to changes in water
 and ground water levels during and after construction. We are very concerned about the dry
 stream on our property and our many old native oaks.

Planning and Land Use : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the
 community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly
 because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet
 and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further development will destroy this
 (as well as our "business"). From the planning perspective I find it extremely short sighted to begin
 to break up this last large untouched area between San Marcos and Bonsall. The resulting domino
 effect will be impossible to restrain. Do we want to look like LA? San Elijo Hills is another bad
 example of short sighted development, creating enormous traffic... Where I am from development
 in areas like this is simply not allowed. Only farmers may get permits to upgrade their farm. The
 result is an unfragmented landscape (e.g. in Bavaria near Munich and the Alps) which visiting
 Americans love (!)

Noise : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place
 for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural,
 silent environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and
 what an asset to the community. Any further development will destroy this (as well as our
 "business"). In addition it is unthinkable that the necessary blasting and grinding for new
 developments (e.g. Newland Sierra) will not by far exceed the allowances for noise for the years(!)
 of ground preparation and construction.

Population and Housing : SD County needs more affordable high density housing near existing or
 new public transportation and exiting high density areas. NOT more expensive homes far away
 from all resources.
Public Services : Any public services necessary for future development, like e.g. a school in the case
 of Newland Sierra, will increase traffic far beyond the development itself and is not sustainable via
 existing infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already
 jammed.

Recreation : Please do not destroy one of the last resorts for recreation. Lets preserve this
 beautiful spot for future generations.

Transportation and Traffic : Zoning upgrade is not sustainable via existing infrastructure.
 Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed. We need less, not
 more traffic.

--

Could an increase of tax revenue be a part the the decision-making process? How much
 revenue can be expected from the proposed changes? I would like an honest response to
 this question, please.

Thank you in advance,

Richard Fay
18599 Lancashire Way
San Diego, CA 92128



From: Friedenberg, Jeff
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: PSRs GPA - PSR ID #NC42 and Study Area
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 2:02:46 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Dear Mr. Eichar,
 
    My name is Jeff Friedenberg and I’m a 6th Grade Humanities teacher at Bernardo
 Heights Middle School in Poway. I’ve partnered with educators from Hidden Valley
 Zen Center for a number of years in educating students about Buddhism as part of
 their Social Studies (ancient history) curriculum. I’m alarmed that there is a proposal
 underway that would expand development into the land surrounding HVZC. This one
 of the last places in San Diego County where one can escape for quiet reflection and
 meditation. I’m afraid this expansion of development in the North County will infringe
 on the necessary spiritual practices of those who visit Hidden Valley Zen Center.
 There’s a litany of other reasons why expanding development into the fragile
 woodland habitat of the Mirriam Mountains: Native American archaeological sites, fire
 danger, pollution, air quality, etc. Please carefully consider all of the long-term
 ramifications of the proposed expansion before making a final decision.
 
All my best,
 
Jeff Friedenberg
Bernardo Heights Middle School
6th Grade Humanities
Master of Arts, Education
Master of Arts, Teacher Leadership

“for me, knowledge is happiness.” — Miles Davis
 
 

mailto:jfriedenberg@powayusd.com
mailto:Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov
http://twitter.com/JeffFriedenberg



From: flavia@cox.net
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: Home project
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 2:08:44 PM

Please do not destroy the quiet serenity of the Hidden Valley Zen Center.

Flavia Gilmore

Sent from my iPad

mailto:flavia@cox.net
mailto:Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov


From: Josef Kempka
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: subject: ‘PSRs GPA’ Project name and number: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 8:58:56 PM

Josef T. Kempka
Member of Hidden Valley Zen Center: 
2626 Sarver Lane, San Marcos, CA 92069. 
PO Box 1355, San Marcos 92069-1355. 
phone: 760-591-9893.

To Peter Eichar and those who would build:

In case you did not know ...Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving
 the community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here
 particularly because of the rural environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful,
 quiet and healing and what an asset to the community this place is. I find it unacceptable to zoning
 upgrades from 1/10 to 1/2 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by Newland Sierra
 and others. Please do not destroy our valley and the Mirriam Mountains.  
Please be mindfully aware of our center versus growth.  

Thank you for your consideration,

Josef T. Kempka

mailto:josef.kempka@gmail.com
mailto:Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov
tel:760-5919893


From: Randy McKinney
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: ‘PSRs GPA’, Project name and number: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 6:11:32 PM

to: <Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov>
subject: ‘PSRs GPA’ 
Project name and number: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.

From: 
Randy McKinney, San Marcos CA, member of Hidden Valley Zen Center: 
2626 Sarver Lane, San Marcos, CA 92069. 
PO Box 1355, San Marcos 92069-1355. 
phone: 760-5919893.

As a long time member of HVZC and a resident in San Marcos, I would like you to
 consider the below and please vote against this new development: 

In addition to the below points I would like to address the issue of LIGHT
 POLLUTION. Our meditation hall is very close to Sarver Lane and an increase in
 traffic will significantly impact our meditations, which are often early in the
 morning and late a night. We also practice meditation outside late at night. These
 practices will be impacted by the overall lighting up of the area in the course of
 further development.

Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a
 place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of
 the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet
 and healing and what an asset to the community this place is. We strongly oppose the
 zoning upgrade from 1/10 to 1/2 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by
 Newland Sierra and others. Please do not destroy our valley and the Mirriam Mountains.
.................................................................................................................
Aesthetics : the natural beauty of the area will irreversibly be destroyed. Do we really
 want DS and North County to become as ugly as LA? If not we have to STOP proposals like
 that right now. We do NOT need more developments like San Elijo Hills, urban sprawl away
 from existing high density areas (more than 1/2acres) that cause more and more areas to
 be sealed with concrete and asphalt (buildings, road, parking...), and create unstoppable
 domino effects around the area. We need to stop this NOW right at the onset!  Instead we
 need high density affordable housing near public transportation in town.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources :This zoning upgrade will lead to loss of the more
 and more rarefied agricultural areas, which are essential to our landscape. It will also lead
 to loss of native oak forest and a habitat of arm thick Manzanitas. The Mirriam Mountain
 area is a very diverse area with pockets of very specific micro climates that allows for a
 unique mix of plants and animals.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions : I am particularly concerned about air
 quality and emissions. Practically speaking: If a neighbor right now fires up their wood
 stove, the smell settles in the valley and does not move till mid morning. In the
 afternoon/evening cool air drifts down from the north mountains and settles at the bottom
 of the valley. There is practically NO VENTILATION in the whole proposed upgrade area,
 particularly in the northern part. We are dealing with a deep U-shaped valley! If further up
 north development (e.g. like Newland Sierra) is allowed, the situation could easily get out
 of hand. Heating/cooling, wood burning and vehicle emissions will doubtlessly lead to very
 high levels of pollution in the Gist road, Sarver lane areas. 

mailto:randygmckinney@aol.com
mailto:Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov
mailto:Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov


Biological Resources: upgraded zoning invites a domino effect and the destruction of
 much more precious habitat then in the study area alone. We have seen net catchers in the
 valley near the propose Newland Sierra Development, not only in the north eastern section.
 Mirriam and adjunct mountains are wildlife corridors. There are many species requiring
 large open spaces. Bobcats, vultures, various rare owls and many others have been seen.
 It is important to keep this area as the last big open space in one piece and not start
 cutting into it from all sides.

Cultural and Paleonthological Resources : There are ancient Indian sites and less than
 100a old graves in the area. Unfortuately during the last year or so, some Indian grinding
 holes/stones seem to have been illegally removed. Please contact the Larsen family about
 this. They know the area and have found this to be true.

Geology and Soils : The Merriam Mountains are sold granit and decomposing granit. Any
 building activity will necessarily require blasting and grinding to a degree that will affect
 wildlife irreversibly. Do we expect e.g. the net catchers to stay here during years of
 blasting and grinding? 

Global Climate Change: inviting traffic away from existing development will increase air
 polution UNNESESSARILY. It is possible to provide MORE housing, causing LESS pollution
 by clustering affordable housing near existing high density development and infrastructure.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials : Extreme fire hazard with no exits in deep U-shaped
 valley surrounded by mountains. In my oppinion this is unmittigable, even if three so called
 fire exit roads and fire station were provided. The earea is extremely fire prone! Exit roads
 will be blocket in panic and excape over the mountains is not possible for many. Danger of
 land slides during and long AFTER blasting. Loosening of rocks, water entrance and
 eruption under frost etc.
Hydrology and Water Quality: Existing sensitive habitiats will be destroyed due to changes
 in water and ground water levels during and after construction. We are very concerned
 about the dry stream on our property and our many old native oaks.

Planning and Land Use : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving
 the community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here
 particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and again how
 wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further
 development will destroy this (as well as our "business"). From the planning perspective I
 find it extremely short sighted to begin to break up this last large untouched area between
 San Marcos and Bonsall. The resulting domino effect will be impossible to restrain. Do we
 want to look like LA? San Elijo Hills is another bad exaple of short sighted development,
 creating enormous traffic... Where I am from development in areas like this is simply not
 allowed. Only farmers may get permits to upgrade their farm. The result is an un-
fragmented landscape (e.g. in Bavaria near Munich and the Alps) which visiting Americans
 love (!)

Noise : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as
 a place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because
 of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet
 and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further development will destroy
 this (as well as our "business"). In addition it is unthinkable that the necessary blasting and
 grinding for new developments (e.g. Newland Sierra) will not by far exceed the allowances
 for noise for the years(!) of ground preparation and construction.

Population and Housing : SD County needs more affordable high density housing near
 existing or new public transportation and exiting high density areas. NOT more expensive
 homes far away from all resources.



Public Services : Any public services necessary for future development, like e.g. a school in
 the case of Newland Sierra, will increase traffic far beyond the development itself and is not
 sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the
 I-15 is already jammed.

Recreation : Please do not destroy one of the last resorts for recreation. Lets preserve this
 beautiful spot for future generations.

Transportation and Traffic : zoning upgrade is not sustainable via existing infrastructure.
 Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed. We need
 less, not more traffic.

Thank you for taking the time to consider this email,

Randy McKinney
randygmckinney@aol.com

 

mailto:randygmckinney@aol.com


From: Carol Navagato
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: PSRs GPA
Date: Saturday, February 06, 2016 1:36:13 PM

to: <Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov>
subject: ‘PSRs GPA’ 
Project name and number: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.

From: 
Carol Navagato, member of Hidden Valley Zen Center: 
2626 Sarver Lane, San Marcos, CA 92069. 
PO Box 1355, San Marcos 92069-1355. 
phone: 760-591-9893.

Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats
 and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and
 again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing and what an asset to the community this place is. We strongly oppose
 the zoning upgrade from 1/10 to 1/2 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by Newland Sierra and others.
 Please do not destroy our valley and the Mirriam Mountains.

........................................................................................................................................................................

Aesthetics : the natural beauty of the area will irreversibly be destroyed. Do we really want DS and North County to
 become as ugly as LA? If not we have to STOP proposals like that right now. We do NOT need more developments like
 San Elijo Hills, urban sprawl away from existing high density areas (more than 1/2acres) that cause more and more
 areas to be sealed with concrete and asphalt (buildings, road, parking...), and create unstoppable domino effects
 around the area. We need to stop this NOW right at the onset!  Instead we need high density affordable housing near
 public transportation in town.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources :This zoning upgrade will lead to loss of the more and more rarefied agricultural
 areas, which are essential to our landscape. It will also lead to loss of native oak forest and a habitat of arm thick
 Manzanitas. The Mirriam Mountain area is a very diverse area with pockets of very specific micro climates that allows
 for a unique mix of plants and animals.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions : I am particularly concerned about air quality and emissions.
 Practically speaking: If a neighbor right now fires up their wood stove, the smell settles in the valley and does not
 move till mid morning. In the afternoon/evening cool air drifts down from the north mountains and settles at the
 bottom of the valley. There is practically NO VENTILATION in the whole proposed upgrade area, particularly in the
 northern part. We are dealing with a deep U-shaped valley! If further up north development (e.g. like Newland Sierra)
 is allowed, the situation could easily get out of hand. Heating/cooling, wood burning and vehicle emissions will
 doubtlessly lead to very high levels of pollution in the Gist road, Sarver lane areas. 

Biological Resources: upgraded zoning invites a domino effect and the destruction of much more precious habitat
 then in the study area alone. We have seen net catchers in the valley near the propose Newland Sierra Development,
 not only in the north eastern section. Mirriam and adjunct mountains are wildlife corridors. There are many species
 requiring large open spaces. Bobcats, vultures, various rare owls and many others have been seen. It is important to
 keep this area as the last big open space in one piece and not start cutting into it from all sides.

Cultural and Paleonthological Resources : There are ancient Indian sites and less than 100a old graves in the area.
 Unfortunately during the last year or so, some Indian grinding holes/stones seem to have been illegally removed.
 Please contact the Larsen family about this. They know the area and have found this to be true.

Geology and Soils : The Mirriam Mountains are solid granite and decomposing granite. Any building activity will
 necessarily require blasting and grinding to a degree that will affect wildlife irreversibly. Do we expect e.g. the net
 catchers to stay here during years of blasting and grinding? 

Global Climate Change: inviting traffic away from existing development will increase air pollution UNNECESSARILY. It
 is possible to provide MORE housing, causing LESS pollution by clustering affordable housing near existing high density
 development and infrastructure.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials : Extreme fire hazard with no exits in deep U-shaped valley surrounded by
 mountains. In my opinion this is not mitigate-able, even if three so called fire exit roads and fire station were
 provided. The area is extremely fire prone! Exit roads will be blocked in panic and escape over the mountains is not
 possible for many. Danger of land slides during and long AFTER blasting. Loosening of rocks, water entrance and
 eruption under frost etc.
Hydrology and Water Quality: Existing sensitive habitats will be destroyed due to changes in water and ground water
 levels during and after construction. We are very concerned about the dry stream on our property and our many old
 native oaks.

Planning and Land Use : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place
 for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment.
 Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any
 further development will destroy this (as well as our "business"). From the planning perspective I find it extremely
 short sighted to begin to break up this last large untouched area between San Marcos and Bonsall. The resulting
 domino effect will be impossible to restrain. Do we want to look like LA? San Elijo Hills is another bad example of short
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 sighted development, creating enormous traffic... 

Noise : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place for SILENT(!)
 retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again
 and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further
 development will destroy this (as well as our "business"). In addition it is unthinkable that the necessary blasting and
 grinding for new developments (e.g. Newland Sierra) will not by far exceed the allowances for noise for the years(!) of
 ground preparation and construction.

Population and Housing : SD County needs more affordable high density housing near existing or new public
 transportation and exiting high density areas. NOT more expensive homes far away from all resources.
Public Services : Any public services necessary for future development, like e.g. a school in the case of Newland Sierra,
 will increase traffic far beyond the development itself and is not sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding
 infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed.

Recreation : Please do not destroy one of the last resorts for recreation. Lets preserve this beautiful spot for future
 generations.

Transportation and Traffic : zoning upgrade is not sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure is
 not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed. We need less, not more traffic.

Thank you!
Carol Navagato , HVZC



From: Elaine Olsen
To: AdvancePlanning, PDS
Subject: Proposed Property Change
Date: Friday, December 11, 2015 9:59:44 PM

FROM:     Elaine Olsen
                 Legemere LLC

                 PARCEL NUMBER:    1822702100

In reference to the notification we were sent for a proposed General Plan Amendment, I would like to make the
 following comment.

Our main concern with this project involves any potential road widening near our facility. Because of the horses at
 the equestrian center, I want to insure that the disturbance from any noise from increased traffic or proximity of
 traffic does not create a dangerous situation for our boarders/riders. Horses are animals that are easily frightened by
 noises or by things they see. This could result in a run away horse where riders could get injured.

If this project is approved, I would like to know about the possibility of constructing a sound wall on the road side of
 our property to help negate the noise from the road traffic.  Would you be able to tell me if a sound wall could be
 incorporated into the plan?

Thank you,
Elaine Olsen
949-636-4150

mailto:elnolsen@aol.com
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From: Ann Pirruccello
To: Eichar, Peter
Subject: PSRs GPA PSR ID#NC42 and Study Are
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 4:16:40 PM

Dear Planning Commission:

Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place for
 SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural,
 silent environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing and
 what an asset to the community this place is. We strongly oppose the zoning upgrade from 1/10
 to 1/2 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by Newland Sierra and others. Please do
 not destroy our valley and the Mirriam Mountains.
As an Architect who has worked in similar areas I am shocked that this could even be
 considered. In Germany something like this is simply NOT ALLOWED. We do not allow urban
 sprawl. Only farmers are allowed to built in rural areas like this. High density housing is
 positioned near existing high density development and public transportation. Traffic is reigned
 in by providing public transportation and NOT providing or limiting parking space.
........................................................................................................................................................................

Aesthetics : the natural beauty of the area will irreversibly be destroyed. Do we really want DS
 and North County to become as ugly as LA? If not we have to STOP proposals like that right
 now. We do NOT need more developments like San Elijo Hills, urban sprawl away from
 existing high density areas (more than 1/2acres) that cause more and more areas to be sealed
 with concrete and asphalt (buildings, road, parking...), and create unstoppable domino effects
 around the area. We need to stop this NOW right at the onset!  Instead we need high density
 affordable housing near public transportation in town.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources :This zoning upgrade will lead to loss of the more and
 more rarefied agricultural areas, which are essential to our landscape. It will also lead to loss of
 native oak forest and a habitat of arm thick Manzanitas. The Mirriam Mountain area is a very
 diverse area with pockets of very specific micro climates that allows for a unique mix of plants
 and animals.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions : I am particularly concerned about air quality and
 emissions. Practically speaking: If a neighbor right now fires up their wood stove, the smell
 settles in the valley and does not move till mid morning. In the afternoon/evening cool air drifts
 down from the north mountains and settles at the bottom of the valley. There is practically NO
 VENTILATION in the whole proposed upgrade area, particularly in the northern part. We are
 dealing with a deep U-shaped valley! If further up north development (e.g. like Newland Sierra)
 is allowed, the situation could easily get out of hand. Heating/cooling, wood burning and vehicle
 emissions will doubtlessly lead to very high levels of pollution in the Gist road, Sarver lane
 areas. 

Biological Resources:upgraded zoning invites a domino effect and the destruction of much more
 precious habitat then in the study area alone. We have seen net catchers in the valley near the
 propose Newland Sierra Development, not only in the north eastern section. Mirriam and
 adjunct mountains are wildlife corridors. There are many species requiring large open spaces.
 Bobcats, vultures, various rare owls and many others have been seen. It is important to keep this
 area as the last big open space in one piece and not start cutting into it from all sides.

Cultural and Paleonthological Resources : There are ancient Indian sites and less than 100a
 old graves in the area. Unfortuately during the last year or so, some Indian grinding holes/stones
 seem to have been illegally removed. Please contact the Larsen family about this. They know
 the area and have found this to be true.

Geology and Soils : The Mirriam Mountains are sold granit and decomposing granit. Any
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 building activity will necessarily require blasting and grinding to a degree that will affect
 wildlife irreversibly. Do we expect e.g. the net catchers to stay here during years of blasting and
 grinding? 

Global Climate Change: inviting traffic away from existing development will increase air
 polution UNNESESSARILY. It is possible to provide MORE housing, causing LESS pollution
 by clustering affordable housing near existing high density development and infrastructure.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials : Extreme fire hazard with no exits in deep U-shaped valley
 surrounded by mountains. In my oppinion this is unmittigable, even if three so called fire exit
 roads and fire station were provided. The earea is extremely fire prone! Exit roads will be
 blocket in panic and excape over the mountains is not possible for many. Danger of land slides
 during and long AFTER blasting. Loosening of rocks, water entrance and eruption under frost
 etc.
Hydrology and Water Quality: Existing sensitive habitiats will be destroyed due to changes in
 water and ground water levels during and after construction. We are very concerned about the
 dry stream on our property and our many old native oaks.

Planning and Land Use : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the
 community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here
 particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful
 peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further development
 will destroy this (as well as our "business"). From the planning perspective I find it extremely
 short sighted to begin to break up this last large untouched area between San Marcos and
 Bonsall. The resulting domino effect will be impossible to restrain. Do we want to look like LA?
 San Elijo Hills is another bad exaple of short sighted development, creating enormous traffic...
 Where I am from development in areas like this is simply not allowed. Only farmers may get
 permits to upgrade their farm. The result is an un-fragmented landscape (e.g. in Bavaria near
 Munich and the Alps) which visiting Americans love (!)

Noise : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a
 place for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the
 rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and
 healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further development will destroy this (as
 well as our "business"). In addition it is unthinkable that the necessary blasting and grinding for
 new developments (e.g. Newland Sierra) will not by far exceed the allowances for noise for the
 years(!) of ground preparation and construction.

Population and Housing : SD County needs more affordable high density housing near existing
 or new public transportation and exiting high density areas. NOT more expensive homes far
 away from all resources.
Public Services : Any public services necessary for future development, like e.g. a school in the
 case of Newland Sierra, will increase traffic far beyond the development itself and is not
 sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15
 is already jammed.

Recreation : Please do not destroy one of the last resorts for recreation. Lets preserve this
 beautiful spot for future generations.

Transportation and Traffic : zoning upgrade is not sustainable via existing infrastructure.
 Expanding infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed. We need less, not
 more traffic.

Sincerely,



Ann L. Pirruccello, Ph.D.
Sent from my iPhone



1

Johnston, Kevin

From: Patrice Promack <ppromack@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:35 PM
To: AdvancePlanning, PDS
Subject: Property Specific Requests General Plan Amendment (GPA 12-005) - NOP Comment

Planners: 
 
In response to the "Notice of Proposed Property Change" which I received from the Department of Planning and 
Development Services, I am submitting comments regarding the PSR GPA near me, namely Assessor Parcel Number: 
1875405228, PSR ID NC42 
 
The rezoning request and required GPA to accommodate this proposed project (specifically the Newland Sierra Project) 
should absolutely be denied.  The General Plan (the creation of which took millions of taxpayer dollars, hundreds of 
community planner hours over a period of 20  years) should not be trampled upon and ignored.  There were many good 
and important reasons for the area that the development is proposed for to be designated as it was in the General 
Plan.  Adding VR-20, SR-2 and SR 0.5 zoning would be an immense mistake.  The proposed changes would be terrible 
for the environment and for the community. 
 
The recent California Supreme Court rulings, which require developers to prove that their giant projects won't increase 
GHG emissions even if they conform to current guidelines, should be taken to heart in this case.  The impact that the 
blasting and earth moving (during 10 years of construction), and the tens of thousands of additional vehicle trips when the 
development is complete, clearly will dramatically increase GHG emissions beyond an acceptable level. 
 
The board of supervisors rejected Merriam Mountains in 2010 by a 3-2 vote, with the majority of the panel saying the days 
of such sprawling housing developments in rural areas may be coming to an end. Let us hope so. Even though the 
Newland Sierra project would include 2135 homes rather than the 2600 proposed in the Merriam Mountains development, 
this number is still FAR too large for this area.  Too large a number for many reasons, the most important of which are the 
lack of a viable fire evacuation plan, and the negative environmental effects.  It is a "leapfrog" type of project that simply 
does not belong in this rural/agricultural area.  The result of granting this GPA to accommodate this absurdly huge 
development would be an unhealthy, unsafe environment, and would negatively impact the wildlife and agricultural 
resources of the area. 
 
Thanks for reading this, and thanks in advance for making the right choice: deny the requested GPA. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Patrice Promack 
San Marcos 
 
 
 
 
 





From: Stefanie Schubert
To: Eichar, Peter; AdvancePlanning, PDS; Johnston, Kevin
Subject: ‘PSRs GPA’ , PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.
Date: Thursday, February 04, 2016 1:33:33 PM

to: <Peter.Eichar@sdcounty.ca.gov>
subject: ‘PSRs GPA’ 
Project name and number: PSR ID # NC42 and Study Area.

From: 
Stefanie Schubert, 2626 Sarver Lane, San Marcos, CA 92069. PO Box 1355, San Marcos 92069-1355. phone: 760-
5919893.

Ass. Spiritual Director and teacher in residence at the Curch: 
Hidden Valley Zen Center and Architect, trained in Munich, Germany

Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place for SILENT(!) retreats
 and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again and
 again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing and what an asset to the community this place is. We strongly oppose
 the zoning upgrade from 1/10 to 1/2 acres for the area north of us, the parcels owned by Newland Sierra and others.
 Please do not destroy our valley and the Mirriam Mountains.
As an Architect who has worked in similar areas I am shocked that this could even be considered. In Germany
 something like this is simply NOT ALLOWED. We do not allow urban sprawl. Only farmers are allowed to built in rural
 areas like this. High density housing is positioned near existing high density development and public transportation.
 Traffic is reigned in by providing public transportation and NOT providing or limiting parking space.
........................................................................................................................................................................

Aesthetics : the natural beauty of the area will irreversibly be destroyed. Do we really want DS and North County to
 become as ugly as LA? If not we have to STOP proposals like that right now. We do NOT need more developments like
 San Elijo Hills, urban sprawl away from existing high density areas (more than 1/2acres) that cause more and more
 areas to be sealed with concrete and asphalt (buildings, road, parking...), and create unstoppable domino effects
 around the area. We need to stop this NOW right at the onset!  Instead we need high density affordable housing near
 public transportation in town.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources :This zoning upgrade will lead to loss of the more and more rarefied agricultural
 areas, which are essential to our landscape. It will also lead to loss of native oak forest and a habitat of arm thick
 Manzanitas. The Mirriam Mountain area is a very diverse area with pockets of very specific micro climates that allows
 for a unique mix of plants and animals.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions : I am particularly concerned about air quality and emissions.
 Practically speaking: If a neighbor right now fires up their wood stove, the smell settles in the valley and does not
 move till mid morning. In the afternoon/evening cool air drifts down from the north mountains and settles at the
 bottom of the valley. There is practically NO VENTILATION in the whole proposed upgrade area, particularly in the
 northern part. We are dealing with a deep U-shaped valley! If further up north development (e.g. like Newland Sierra)
 is allowed, the situation could easily get out of hand. Heating/cooling, wood burning and vehicle emissions will
 doubtlessly lead to very high levels of pollution in the Gist road, Sarver lane areas. 

Biological Resources: upgraded zoning invites a domino effect and the destruction of much more precious habitat
 then in the study area alone. We have seen net catchers in the valley near the propose Newland Sierra Development,
 not only in the north eastern section. Mirriam and adjunct mountains are wildlife corridors. There are many species
 requiring large open spaces. Bobcats, vultures, various rare owls and many others have been seen. It is important to
 keep this area as the last big open space in one piece and not start cutting into it from all sides.

Cultural and Paleonthological Resources : There are ancient Indian sites and less than 100a old graves in the area.
 Unfortuately during the last year or so, some Indian grinding holes/stones seem to have been illegally removed. Please
 contact the Larsen family about this. They know the area and have found this to be true.

Geology and Soils : The Mirriam Mountains are sold granit and decomposing granit. Any building activity will
 necessarily require blasting and grinding to a degree that will affect wildlife irreversibly. Do we expect e.g. the net
 catchers to stay here during years of blasting and grinding? 

Global Climate Change: inviting traffic away from existing development will increase air polution UNNESESSARILY. It
 is possible to provide MORE housing, causing LESS pollution by clustering affordable housing near existing high density
 development and infrastructure.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials : Extreme fire hazard with no exits in deep U-shaped valley surrounded by
 mountains. In my oppinion this is unmittigable, even if three so called fire exit roads and fire station were provided.
 The earea is extremely fire prone! Exit roads will be blocket in panic and excape over the mountains is not possible for
 many. Danger of land slides during and long AFTER blasting. Loosening of rocks, water entrance and eruption under
 frost etc.
Hydrology and Water Quality: Existing sensitive habitiats will be destroyed due to changes in water and ground water
 levels during and after construction. We are very concerned about the dry stream on our property and our many old
 native oaks.

Planning and Land Use : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place
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 for SILENT(!) retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment.
 Mentioning again and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any
 further development will destroy this (as well as our "business"). From the planning perspective I find it extremely
 short sighted to begin to break up this last large untouched area between San Marcos and Bonsall. The resulting
 domino effect will be impossible to restrain. Do we want to look like LA? San Elijo Hills is another bad exaple of short
 sighted development, creating enormous traffic... Where I am from development in areas like this is simply not
 allowed. Only farmers may get permits to upgrade their farm. The result is an un-fragmented landscape (e.g. in
 Bavaria near Munich and the Alps) which visiting Americans love (!)

Noise : Hidden Valley Zen Center has a history of over 50 years, serving the community as a place for SILENT(!)
 retreats and daily meditation. People come here particularly because of the rural, silent environment. Mentioning again
 and again how wonderful peaceful, quiet and healing it is and what an asset to the community. Any further
 development will destroy this (as well as our "business"). In addition it is unthinkable that the necessary blasting and
 grinding for new developments (e.g. Newland Sierra) will not by far exceed the allowances for noise for the years(!) of
 ground preparation and construction.

Population and Housing : SD County needs more affordable high density housing near existing or new public
 transportation and exiting high density areas. NOT more expensive homes far away from all resources.
Public Services : Any public services necessary for future development, like e.g. a school in the case of Newland Sierra,
 will increase traffic far beyond the development itself and is not sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding
 infrastructure is not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed.

Recreation : Please do not destroy one of the last resorts for recreation. Lets preserve this beautiful spot for future
 generations.

Transportation and Traffic : zoning upgrade is not sustainable via existing infrastructure. Expanding infrastructure is
 not a solution!!! Even the I-15 is already jammed. We need less, not more traffic.

Thank you!
Best!
Stefanie Schubert, HVZC

-- 
HVZC.org
Facebook: Hidden Valley Zen Center












































































